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Present:  Leesa, Peggy, Patrick, Crystal 
 
Agenda: 
 

1. Prospective Portal 
a. Have you met with your CMS? 
b. When will channels be created for the portal? 
Neither UAF or UAA have done anything recently.  Julie reported that she would be meeting with 
her MyUA people after San Diego.  Peggy suggested that we figure out where we are at, and then 
try to do a little bit each week to keep the portal project moving. 
 

2. Web 4 Prospect 
Crystal mentioned that since UAF’s Admission page had been updated, the acknowledgment page 
need to be updated for UAF’s web4prospect form.  Once Crystal finds the Banner pages related to 
Web4prospect, she will send out to group as a reminder to go double check validation tables and 
acknowledgement pages to make sure information is still correct. 

 
3. EMAS 

 
a. UA Scholar changes – setting up recruit record in Banner, exporting from Banner for EMAS.  

Need to recap where we are 
 

b. Bridge update  
Recap where we are at with testing. – Last one moved to PROD was the UAS market segment 
changes.  Currently working on UA Scholar modification to the bridge.   
 

c. Using EMAS to send mass emails. Is anyone else doing this?  Would anyone else like to do 
this?   UAF and UAS are both using EMAS to send mass emails.  Crystal will work with Leesa at 
the conference using a dummy database to get things set up, so Leesa can come back and set 
up on UAA’s live EMAS.   

 
4. Patrick Update  

UA Scholars new tables have been set up.  System is ready and in place for 2008 UA scholars.  Crystal asked 
if Scholars office was going to get training on how to research for duplicates like we currently do for tape loads 
and web4prosepct loads.  Patrick was not sure if that was set up, so Crystal offered to come up and work with 
Bonnie, if Bonnie wanted it.  Patrick said he would mention it to them.   
 
Melody is currently working on the changes to SRR2BE1 for the new UA scholars setup.  She should have 
something in LRGP for us to test shortly.  Crystal let Patrick know that all of the coordinators would be out of 
the office from Tues 06/19-Friday 06/22, at the least, so we might not have a chance to do any testing until the 
following week, but that we would do the testing as quickly as possible.   
 

5. Other items/updates 
 


